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January resolutions may help us clear out some 
old patterns and try a few fresher ideas. In terms 
of fire prevention, this New Year provides 
opportunity to review the ways you communicate 
to residents the importance of their knowing the 
building fire escape plan and fire safety devices. 

Ten years ago, Washington state RCW59.18.060 
required landlords to provide a written checklist to 
assure every tenant is familiar with seven 
essential aspects of emergency planning. While 
many landlords provide new tenants with a 
checklist, it would also be a good reminder for 
those who have resided in the building prior to 
2004 to receive a copy of these fire safety and 
protection requirements.

(1) Does the building have a fire sprinkler system? 
Make sure the tenants also know they cannot 
store combustible items within 18 inches of 
sprinkler heads. 

(2) Does the building have a fire alarm system?  
When there is no monitored alarm system, 
residents should know how to also use the pull 
alarms and to make the 9-1-1 call after they exit 

the building. They should know the basic 
operation of smoke alarms in their individual 
units and their legal obligation to make sure the 
devices are always operational.

(3) If there is a smoking policy, does each tenant 
have a copy?  For free technical assistance and 
support in developing a smoke-free housing 
policy, contact the Healthy Communities 
Program at www.srhd.org, Spokane Regional 
Health District. 

(4) RCW 59.18.060 requires tenants to know 
whether or not the building has an emergency 
notification plan for residents. If there isn’t such 
a plan, residents then know their own 
responsibilities for being alert to potential 
emergencies and responding appropriately to 
every alarm.

(5) In a similar manner, residents are required to 
know whether there are building-wide 
emergency evacuation and (6) relocation plans 
in place. Without such a plan, tenants must 
figure out their individual response. In terms of a 
building fire or community-wide emergency, 
volunteers from the local Red Cross may be of 
some assistance. But residents have to be 
aware of their own situation and the potential 
need to devise shelter or evacuation options. 

(7) Finally, every tenant must be provided with a 
diagram of the emergency evacuation route for 
their building. In multi-level units, tenants must 
be aware they cannot depend 
on elevator service in an emergency.  

If you are interested in receiving a simple 
checklist with these seven requirements, contact 
jdoherty@spokanefire.org at Spokane Fire 
Department.
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Remind tenants how to best extinguish a kitchen grease fire 
by putting a lid over the pan and turning off the heat. 
Recommend that tenants always keep a lid and a box of baking 
soda handy whenever they cook with grease.  While your older 
tenants may be aware of this simple information, many teen and 
young adult cooks have no idea how to extinguish a grease fire 
and may even reach for water!

Keep grills a safe distance from siding, eaves, wooden 
decks and overhanging branches.  Although grills account for 
only a small portion of cooking-related fires, propane grills on the 
decks of multi-family residences can dramatically accelerate any 
fire that starts on the exterior of a building. 

Investigate new technology that addresses the problem of 
cooking fires.    If you have tenants who are part of the “higher-
risk-for-cooking- fire” groups of college students or senior 
citizens, you will be interested to learn more about the CookStop 
device that monitors movement in the kitchen and shuts off the 
stove when the cook leaves the room or falls asleep. You can 
learn more at www.cookstop.com. 

On a related note, Spokane Fire Department Prevention 
personnel had the opportunity to witness the effectiveness of the 
Safe-T-element TM at a 2009 presentation in Spokane. A pot of 
water was kept boiling on a hot plate fitted with Safe-T-elements. 
A piece of ordinary paper placed on the element and under the 
pot of water was slightly scorched after several hours, but was 
not burned. The Safe-T-element TM replaces the regular element 
on stovetops. It is more energy-efficient than a regular burner 
because it allows more even warming at a lower temperature. It 
actually prevents stovetop fires because it automatically shuts 
the stove off when temperatures reach a maximum of 350oC or 
662oF. (Oil ignites at 370oC or 698oF.) For more information on 
how the U.S. Navy has studied the effectiveness of this device 
on base housing, go to www.wsafc.org/Lists/NewsArticles/
DispForm.aspx?ID=2.

Studies conducted by the NFPA 
and US Fire Administration 
show that:

•Unattended cooking is the 
single leading factor contributing 
to home fires.

•Males face disproportionate risk 
of a cooking fire injury relative to 
the amount of cooking they do.

•More than 50% of home 
cooking injuries occur when 
people try to fight the fire 
themselves.

•Although gas grills are used 
about 1.5 times as often as 
charcoal grills, they are involved 
in 5 times as many fires.

•More than one-third of 
residential cooking-fire fatalities 
occurred while the victims were 
sleeping.

Be sure to visit our website at
www.spokanefire.org 

There you will find links to our blog, 
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube pages!
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You can sign up for this monthly newsletter, ask a fire-related question or suggest a specific safety topic by 
contacting Jan Doherty at jdoherty@spokanefire.org or by calling 509.625.7058.

CO Detector Anniversary

Carbon monoxide (CO) detectors have now been 
required in all rental residences for a full year. 

CO forms when fossil fuels such as natural gas, 
wood, gasoline or charcoal burn incompletely. 
Since carbon monoxide is an invisible and odorless 
gas, there are no sensory clues to the presence of 
CO poisoning in a home setting without the 
protection of a detector. 

Recognizing the fact that common symptoms for 
CO poisoning include severe headaches, 
dizziness, fatigue, and nausea, the Environmental 
Protection Agency has compiled a comparison 
between carbon monoxide poisoning and the flu. 

Symptoms may be attributed to possible CO 
poisoning by the following indicators:

•You feel better when you are away from the home.

•More than one person in the home gets sick at the 
same time, rather over a several day period as is 
the case for flu.

•Family members who spend the most time at 
home appear to be the most affected.

•Symptoms get worse shortly after turning on a 
fuel-burning device or running a vehicle in an 
attached garage.

•Indoor pets also appear ill, drowsy and 
lethargic.

Spokane Fire Department hopes the installation 
of CO detectors in your units last year went 
smoothly.  We have heard very positive 
responses from renters who are grateful for 
these new devices in their homes. 

       After-Holiday Christmas Trees   

Did you know that apartment complexes in the 
City of Spokane can schedule in advance for a 
one-time, one-location pick up of all the 
residents’ fresh cut trees?  Call 509.625.7878 
for more information on this service.  Trees are 
accepted up to six feet in height. Taller trees 
must be cut in half. Trees must be fresh-cut 
(rather than artificial or flocked) and all 
decorations must be removed.
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